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Key Data

PE Market Insights Report:

This edition reflects on the impact that Uri, an
unprecedented winter storm in Texas had on the
global supply of polyethylene. It also shows how
Uri’s impact on production compares to some
previous weather events.
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Social media

YouTube channel debuts

Looking for the latest videos on how
polyethylene solutions provide the features to fit
requirements, enabling you to create innovative
products? Look no further than our new YouTube
channel.

View now

Case study

Performance Profiles collection

This new page features a collection of a dozen
case studies across various PE applications. If you
are looking for some inspiration for your next
innovation, look no further than this
compendium of compelling cases.

Learn more

Case study

On demand webinars

We offer a robust library of on-demand webinars.
Log in to review the recordings at a time that fits
your schedule. Recently presented events
include:

Optimizing Flexible Film Solutions for Your
Sustainability Journey
New Paxon™ SP5504: Delivering a paradigm
shift in unimodal HDPE performance
Extreme Performance Resins for Flexible
Packaging
Transport Packaging: Protect and deliver
products safely and securely
Secondary Packaging: Do more with less and
start recycling

Exceed™ performance polymers

Processing guide for thin films

Exceed™ XP performance polymers provide step
out mechanical performance and can be readily
processed on modern extrusion equipment.
However, it is important to understand that some
of our Exceed XP grades have a unique
performance / orientation dependence and are
more responsive to certain processing
parameters. Find out more in our new guide.
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